
 
 

 

N-regs and Owner Trusts: what pilots need to know 

Worldwide, more pilots than ever before are using Owner Trusts to register their aircraft in the United States. Is N-

registration right for you? 

 

By Debbie Mercer-Erwin, president, Aircraft Guaranty Corporation 

 

The United States Federal Aeronautics Administration (FAA)’s maintenance schedule offers many advantages to pilots 

and other small-aircraft owners. Fewer inspections, an airworthiness certificate that never expires, avoidance of VAT for 

insurance purchases, and a sensible parts replacement schedule make it easier and more affordable to stay airworthy and 

compliant. FAA regulations allow pilots greater freedom to perform maintenance on their own aircraft and to buy parts 

from U.S. dealers. A larger aircraft market and greater anonymity of ownership are also among the reasons many small-

aircraft owners decide to register in the United States.   

 

Non-U.S. citizens who wish to obtain N-registration for their aircraft can do so through an entity called an Owner Trust. 

As the trust’s beneficiary, you control its assets, and only you can authorize transfer of title. Your Owner Trustee holds 

the title and is listed as the owner of record with the FAA.  

 

Your aircraft is a valuable asset, so use caution when choosing its Owner Trustee. Only a valid trust from a legally 

authorized provider can result in a compliant registration. Aircraft Guaranty is an established provider with a long record 

of producing legal, valid trusts and fully FAA-compliant registrations.  

 

Client-focused customer service 

Your relationship with your aircraft’s Owner Trustee is one that could last many years. It’s a relationship you’ll depend on 

to protect your aircraft’s title, and one you’ll turn to when it’s time to transfer your aircraft to a new owner. A client-

focused Owner Trustee is: 

 

● Accessible. Not all Owner Trust providers offer customer service 24 hours a day, but Aircraft Guaranty does.  We 

are a provider you can call any time, no matter where you are, with multilingual agents who are ready to answer 

your questions or assist you with any matter that might arise.  

 

● Responsive. When you call to ask questions, Aircraft Guaranty strives to respond within a reasonable amount of 

time, with satisfactory and complete answers to all of your questions.   

 

● Reliable. To ensure your aircraft’s registration is fully compliant, an Owner Trustee must negotiate complex 

transactions with precision and integrity. Aircraft Guaranty has a reputation for solid documentation and a long 

record of service to small-aircraft owners. 

 

Although an Owner Trust is a complex transaction, your experience should be a simple one.  Aircraft Guaranty is an 

Owner Trustee with a streamlined process for small-aircraft owners, so you’ll have more time to spend in the air.  

 


